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1) The Article

(The real newspaper copy is attached at the appendix section of this assignment)

Article adopted from

: StarBiz (The Star newspaper’s Business section)

Article written by

: Izwan Idris

Article published date

: Friday March 16, 2007

Article related to industry : Plastic
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2) Summary of Article
The article is mainly about the success of SKP Resources Berhad in making their
1 cent stock raised to 16.5 cents which is the highest value hit by their stock for the last
52 weeks on 22 February this year. They claim that this success was achieved because
their company’s margins are improving with better cost control. The firm had
continuously cut their cost and avoided waste of resources. The firm also previously
acquired SPI Plastic Industries Sdn Bhd in August last year. Besides improvement of
margin, the firm also stated that they now able to offers value-added services like product
design and customizations. The conclusion is SKP Resources have done many activities
and changes which as result increased their stock price recently.

(Word count: 123 words)
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3) Related Theory
One of the important information extracted from the text is “the acquisition and
new factory had given a lot of room for expansion”. This means the administration and
operation team agrees that their newly acquired company and newly build factory giving
them capability to improve their margins. This fact is related to corporation’s capacity
and facilities in handling business and increasing their sales. Capacity and facilities is the
key for the firm to consider carefully in operating the business. It is a part of operation
management. In the article, SKP Resources acquired SPI Plastic Industries which mean
they have just increased their capacity because the acquired company’s main business
nature is also manufacturing plastics. This acquisition took place on August last year.
They now are having bigger capacity with more man power from newly acquired
company. Having the higher capacity will not help much to the business unless they
consider increasing the facilities too. In this article, SKP Resource operation did it well
by also increasing their facilities. They did it by building up new factory. Now, they got
the facility to produce more plastics with their new factory. At the same time they have
the capacity which is the man power. Both together made the firm successfully expanded
their business and improved their margin. SKP Resources operation management team
optimized their growth and success effectively.

(Word count: 226 words)
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4) Appendix or Reference attachments
i) Original copy of the article
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